Data Management

Take charge of your listing data and exercise
control over where it’s going and who can access
it—without worrying about RETS server fails or
complicated infrastructure configurations.

reDataVault’s
features include:
Consistency: Enjoy standardized
formatting for all listing data and
images for a full range of property
classes, including Residential,
Lots/Land, Multi-Family, Commercial, and Rentals. Addresses are
standardized and property images
are accessed over a fast contentdelivery network.

Reporting: Track data delivery,
verify data transactions in detail,
and see who’s accessing your
feeds or exceeding their allowances…and get click-stream
consumer activity and impression
reports from syndicated listings.

Automation: Sending feeds is no
muss, no fuss. Just set up a license,
click a button, and your data starts
flowing.

reDataVault’s infrastructure hardware includes state-of-the-art
storage area networks (SANs) and a world-class content delivery
network for provisioning millions of images. Our systems are fully
redundant with guaranteed uptime over 99.8%. And our real-time
RETS database server accesses national MLS listings with no limits

Workflow: Structure a workflow
that’s right for your organization
and automatically route the paperwork, notifying everyone in the
review and approval process.

and no timeouts.
Transparency: Easily see all data-

Our MLS data is standardized to be consistent, accurate, up-todate, and reliable in all syndication and aggregation situations,
so you can focus getting listings out there instead of solving

product transactions by licensee or
date range, and review publisher
agreements’ terms of use side-byside.

data headaches. With over 300 MLSs aggregated nationwide,
reDataVault represents over 12 million listings.
Our oversight capabilities allow you unparalleled insight into data
delivery, data transactions, and feed access and usage. And it’s easy
to both start–and stop–data flowing with our centralized dashboard.

Want to learn more? Contact reDataVault today!
kevin.greene@realestatedigital.com
800.234.2139
info.redatavault.com

Convenience: Set up your exports
yourself and turn your feeds on or
off with one click. Syndicate all
your listings in a single feed, no
matter how many MLSs you use.

